
The Planning Inspectorate

Recruitment of up to 2 Board Members

Closing date: 11.00pm on Sunday 20th January  2019
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About the Planning Inspectorate

Thank you for your  

interest in this role. This is  

an exciting opportunity to  

impart your knowledge and 

expertise

The Planning Inspectorate (the Inspectorate) is an Executive Agency of the

Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) and the

Welsh Government (WG). It has been an Executive Agency since 1992, but

can trace its history back to 1909.

Through a team of approximately 300 professional Planning Inspectors, the

Inspectorate provides an invaluable service in making decisions on behalf of

the Secretary of State, or recommendations to Government departments, on

schemes ranging from complex major national infrastructure investments

through to local householder appeals, as well as supporting Local

Government to put in place effective Local Plans.

Alongside current priorities, the Inspectorate needs to be increasingly flexible,

resilient and ready to influence change and respond, quickly and

professionally, to whatever new developments are made to planning, housing

and growth policy. The Inspectorate also faces the challenge of transforming

its operational effectiveness, including through developing its culture and

exploiting new technology, to secure its service to customers and ensure its

central role in planning for growth is put on a financially sustainable footing.

The purpose of appointing Non-Executive Director Members (NEDs) to the

Board is to bring a wider external perspective, having substantive and

relevant prior experience, to contribute to the future development of the

Inspectorate and improve the rigour of the Board process. They also bring

fresh thinking and best practice to help drive innovation and the achievement

of greater effectiveness and efficiency. NEDs provide support and

constructive challenge across all areas of the organisation to support the

Chief Executive and her team in delivering the Inspectorate’s transformation

agenda whilst ensuring delivery of ‘business as usual’.
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The Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government

and the Cabinet Secretary for Energy, Planning and Rural Affairs (Wales)

are seeking to appoint two Non-Executive Director Board Members to the

Planning Inspectorate Board.

Those who serve on the Boards of public bodies play a vital role in the life of

this country, whether by improving the delivery of public services or

providing independent advice to Government. Many people from a wide

range of backgrounds across the whole of the UK participate in public life by

being members of the Boards of public bodies. They are involved in making

decisions that develop, shape or deliver government policy and public

services.
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About the Board
Non-Executive Directors (NEDs) provide a key role in the strategic and operational leadership of the

Inspectorate (PINS). They have a collective responsibility for ensuring that the Inspectorate fulfils

the overall aims and objectives as set out in its business plan, that financial information is accurate,

and that financial controls and risk management systems are robust and defensible.

The Board currently comprises the Non-Executive Chair, members of the

Executive Team (including the Chief Executive and Director of Corporate

Services) sponsor representation from MHCLG and WG, and three Non-

Executive Director Members (NEDs). The Board is principally advisory and

ensures that effective arrangements are in place to provide assurance on risk

management, governance and internal control in line with the Framework

Document between MHCLG, the Inspectorate and WG. Under the Terms of the

Framework Document Framework Document June 2018), the Board is

specifically responsible for:

• Contributing to the overall strategic direction of the Inspectorate, supporting

the executive by providing insight, challenge and advice based on their

external knowledge and experience, and understanding of the Inspectorate’s

business;

• Ensuring that any statutory or administrative requirements for the use of

public funds are complied with; that the Board operates within the limits of its

statutory authority and any delegated authority agreed with MHCLG and WG,

and in accordance with any other conditions relating to the use of public

funds; and that, in reaching decisions, the Board takes into account guidance

issued by MHCLG and WG;

• Recommending a Strategic Plan and annual business plan are presented to

the Department;
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The Board has several committees which support its work. These 

committees provide a forum for NEDs to offer insight, advice and 

challenge:

• Customer, Quality and Professional Standards Committee

• Audit and Risk Assurance Committee

• People Committee

Committees

• Reviewing information concerning the management of the organisation,

including information on any concerns about the organisation’s activities,

providing positive assurance to MHCLG and WG that appropriate

actions are being taken; and

• Demonstrating high standards of corporate governance at all times,

including by using the independent audit committee to help the Board to

address key financial and other risks.
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About the role
Key responsibilities of public sector Non-Executives

Information about the role of Non-Executives in Government departments is provided in the Corporate governance in 

central government departments: code of good practice and guidance. NEDs are expected to contribute to the work of 

Departments in the following areas: 

• Governance: satisfy themselves that governance,

internal control and risk management systems are

effective and capable of delivering relevant, accurate

and timely management and financial information to

the Board;

• Support: the Board in developing skills and tools to

help it engage with strategic issues in ways which

have practical resonance;

• Connect: the Board to people and organisations who

can provide different perspectives, opinions and

expertise which will assist in furthering the business

of the Department; and

• Specialist Responsibility: underpin, support and

specialise in one or more areas of work,

supplementing skills and experience already in place

across Human Resources, Digital, Finance,

Operations, Commercial, Risk and Policy.
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• Independence: provide an independent perspective

and assurance, including advice to the Permanent

Secretary, on the capability of the Department. Provide

independent support, guidance and challenge on the

progress and implementation of the business plan;

• Strategy: constructively challenge and contribute to

the development of strategy and business planning,

including the setting and development of key

objectives and targets;

• Performance: scrutinise the performance of the

organisation in meeting agreed goals and objectives,

and monitor the reporting of performance, including

financial targets;

• People: develop and encourage appropriate

behaviours to maintain or improve the departmental

people strategy, including ethical and directional issues

such as diversity and senior jobholder moves;

The Board 
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About the role
NEDs are appointed in an independent advisory 

capacity to:

• Ensure regularity, propriety and value for money by overseeing

(particularly through the Audit and Risk Assurance Committee) the

Inspectorate’s compliance with any statutory or administrative

requirements as directed by Cabinet Office and HM Treasury for

the use of public funds;

• Ensure that the Chief Executive and Executive Team are

supported in their development and delivery of clear strategies by

reviewing internal policy, contributing to the overall strategic

direction, participating in Board decisions, and by providing input

and robust independent challenge into the Annual Business Plan

and Budget;

• Provide Ministers and the departments (both in England and

Wales) with confidence that the Inspectorate is being well led and

is equipped to deliver on its strategic and operational commitment

– NEDs are accountable, through the Chair, to the MHCLG

Permanent Secretary and Board for their contributions to the

efficient and effective leadership of the Inspectorate;

• Scrutinise the Inspectorate’s performance in meeting agreed goals

and objectives and, where necessary, taking appropriate action to

improve outcomes and to provide independent views on resources,

appointments and standards of conduct;

• Support the Executive Team in developing its People Strategy to

increase capability, strengthen culture and develop talent within

the organisation;

• Promote the Inspectorate’s independence in fulfilling its judicial

role and its reputation amongst key stakeholders, including

customers and Ministers. NEDs also have a key role in suggesting

challenging and customer-focused targets and innovative

approaches to the delivery of the Inspectorate’s services to

enhance its performance;

• Provide knowledge and independent advice according to individual

areas of expertise and based on their wider experience in other

organisations. Advice is normally sought at Board or Committee

meetings, but may also be sought by the Chief Executive, Chair

and/or Directors outside of these meetings.

• Contribute to specific aspects of work, including reviews of the

organisational structure and oversight of the implementation of

major elements of the Change Programme as required; and

• Chair one of the Board Committees (each Non-Executive Director

chairs a Committee):

• Customer, Quality and Professional Standards Committee

• Audit and Risk Assurance Committee

• People Committee
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Person Specification

These are interesting and challenging roles

Essential Criteria and experience for 

these roles

• Experience of operating in a senior

leadership/Board role in a large complex

operational organisation;

• Experience of large-scale cultural,

transformation and/ or technology driven

change programmes;

• Experience of leading operational change

and transformation ;

• An understanding of how an organisation

delivers a quality service in a professional

environment;

• Excellent communication skills with the

capacity to readily gain the confidence of

stakeholders;

• Ability to absorb complex information,

strategically challenge and prioritise, and

scrutinise management performance;

• Sound judgement and a high level of

integrity;

People Committee

• A people focus including human resources;

strategy development; organisation design,

culture and transformation change; capability

and capacity management; succession

planning; and an understanding of how

organisations deliver a quality service within

a professional environment;

Or

Customer, Quality and Professional 

standards Committee

• An operations focus including relevant

experience, for example as a Chief Executive

or Chief Operating Officer in a complex

organisation; an understanding of how

organisations deliver a quality service within

a dispersed professional environment;

exploiting technology to drive efficiency; and

a customer focus including using feedback to

improve customer service. This appointee

will maintain a close liaison with our

operation and key partners in Wales.
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If you wish to discuss these roles in more

detail please contact Kelly Barnes,

Governance & Appointments Manager, on

0303 444 9030 in the first instance.

Desirable criteria and experience for these 

roles

• Familiarity of the current English and Welsh

planning regimes; and the impact on economic

growth and communities at both a local and

national level;

• Familiarity with the development and dynamics

of Local Growth programmes, including the

operation of Local Economic Partnerships

• An understanding of central or local government

and government agencies;

• Experience in any of the prescribed areas in

relation to Wales.

The Board The Inspectorate



Outline Terms and Conditions

Remuneration: These posts will attract a

remuneration of £10,500 per annum for

approximately 24 days per year. NEDs are

expected to attend meetings of the Board and/or

Board Committee(s) once a month, including

meetings to review strategy and to received the

Annual Business Plan.

Expenses and Subsistence: Reasonable travel

and subsistence and other expenses necessarily

incurred on Inspectorate business will be payable

to the office holder in accordance with Inspectorate

guidelines.

Period of appointment: Appointments will be made

by Ministers, for a fixed initial period of up to 3

years. Appointments may be extended, subject to

Ministerial approval.

Location: The position is based in Bristol with

Board meetings normally being held in Bristol with

the likelihood of a small number of meetings being

held outside Bristol. There is an expectation of

stakeholder engagement both inside and outside

Bristol. At least one meeting of the Board each

year will be held in Cardiff and attended by the

Welsh Government Deputy Director for Planning.

Eligibility: These posts are ‘non-reserved’ and are

open to UK Nationals, British Nationals (Overseas),

British Protected Persons, Commonwealth

Citizens, EEA Nationals of other member states

and certain non-EEA family members and Swiss

nationals under the Swiss EU agreement. There

must be no employment restriction or time limit on

your permitted stay in the UK. You should normally

have been resident in the United Kingdom for five

years preceding your application.

Diversity: MHCLG is committed to ensuring

equality of opportunity and that all our systems and

processes are fair, open and objective. We

endeavour to promote this approach in those with

whom we come into contact. We are responsible

for ensuring that the highest principles of equal

opportunities policy are put into effect.

As an equal opportunities employer we make no

distinction between people on grounds of their

race, ethnic or national origin, age, religion or

belief, sex, marital status, disability, part-time

status or sexual orientation.

We would particularly welcome applications from

diverse individuals / individuals from different

backgrounds.
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Conflicts of interest: Candidates must note the

requirement to declare any interests they may have

that might cause questions to be raised about their

approach to the business of the Department or

Inspectorate. They are required to declare any

relevant business interests, share holdings,

positions of authority, retainers, consultancy

arrangements or other connections with

commercial, public or voluntary bodies, both for

themselves and for their spouses/partners.

The RoleThe Board The Inspectorate



Application Process

Shortlist

Assessment

Post-interview

To apply for this post please supply the materials below by 11.00pm on 20th January 2019:

1. Curriculum Vitae – including education and professional qualifications and full employment history (max. 3 pages)

2. Covering letter – explaining how you meet both the essential and desirable criteria for the role (max. 3 pages). Please use specific 

examples from your experience to demonstrate how you meet each essential criteria. 

3. Diversity (Equal Opportunities) Monitoring Questionnaire – Annex A

4. Guaranteed interview scheme form – Annex B  (if applicable)

5. Conflict of Interest form – Annex C

6. Other Relevant Information Declaration Form – Annex D

7. List of referees – Annex E (the referees will be approached only if you are shortlisted for interview)

8. Publicity survey – Annex F (please indicate how you heard about this post)

The annexes can be found via the website below the candidate pack. 

https://publicappointments.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/appointment/the-planning-inspectorate-board-members-x2

Please note that the above information and completed forms are required for each application. We cannot accept information and

forms submitted with previous applications because your circumstances may have changed in the meantime and some of this

information will be specific to the post being applied for - see the “Further Information” section below for further details. Please also

note that the initial assessment of your suitability against the role criteria will be made only from the evidence you set out in your

covering letter and CV.

Your completed application should be returned to the MHCLG Public Appointments Team, preferably in Microsoft Word, by email to

publicappointments@communities.gsi.gov.uk by 11.00pm on 20th January 2018. Please include the reference “Planning

Inspectorate Board Member” in the title of your email.

We would prefer electronic applications but will accept hard copies by post to the Public Appointments Team, ALB Governance &

Appointments, Ministry of Housing Communities and Local Government, 1st Floor NE, Fry Building, 2 Marsham Street, London

SW1P 4DF.

Application ProcessOutline T&Cs Further Information

Application

Shortlist

Assessment

Post-interview
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Application Process

Application

Assessment

Post-interview

Shortlist

• Your application will be acknowledged by the Public AppointmentsTeam.

• An assessment panel will assess your application to select those demonstrating the best fit with the role by considering

the evidence you have provided. The Panel will consist of:

o Simon Gallagher, Director of Planning, MHCLG - Panel Chair; 

o Trudi Elliott, Chair, The Planning Inspectorate – Representative of the Inspectorate; 

o Neil Hemington, Chief Planner for Wales – Representative of Welsh Government

o James Grierson, Chair, York Museums Trust - Independent Member 
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Application Process

Application

Shortlist

Post-interview

Interview

• On the application covering letter candidates should indicate whether they will be available on the date (s) which has been

arranged for interviews. We aim to accommodate all interviewees but if they are unavailable on that date or alternatives that

are offered we may have to disregard their application. A letter confirming the arrangements of date, time and venue will be

sent to all short listed candidates. Copies of passports will be taken at interview to check candidates’ identities and their

right to work in the UK.

• Candidates who the Assessment Panel considers meet the criteria for the post and merit appointment will be recommended

to the Secretary of State for the Ministry of Housing Communities and Local Government for consideration. The Minister

may choose to meet with appointable candidates before making a decision. If he does, he will meet all appointable

candidates in the presence of the Panel Chair or their nominated representative. The time taken between interview and a

final appointment decision being made can sometimes take a number of weeks. Candidates who have been interviewed will

be kept informed of progress.

• Interviews will usually be held at 2 Marsham Street, London, SW1P 4DF. Reasonable expenses will be payable for travel to

and from the interview, in accordance with MHCLG guidelines. Please contact the Public Appointments Team in advance if

you intend to claim travel expenses so full detail on permissible expenses can be provided (receipts/proof of purchase will

be requested).
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Application Process

Application

Shortlist

Interview

Post-interview

• Following the Ministerial decision on appointment, letters will be sent to all interviewees with the result. The successful

candidate will be sent a letter of appointment to sign and return. They will also be asked to provide a biography which

will accompany the Press Notice which will announce their appointment to the Board. Once the appointment

commences, training or an induction may be offered as required.
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11.00pm 20th January  

2019

Advert Closing Date

5th February 2019

Shortlist

4th & 12th April 2019 

Interviews

Indicative Timeline

Interviews will take 

place in London  

Please note that these

dates are only indicative

at this stage and could be

subject to change. If you

are unable to meet these

timeframes, please let us

know in your application

letter.
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Further Information

Diversity Monitoring Questionnaire
The Ministry of Housing, Communities and

Local Government is committed to

providing equal opportunities for all and

welcomes applications from candidates

irrespective of race, age, disability, gender,

marital status, religion, sexual orientation,

transgender or working patterns. Please

complete this form and return it with your

application. Please note that the form will

not be treated as part of your application.

The data will be treated in the strictest

confidence, and will be used for monitoring

and statistical purposes only.

Political Activity Questionnaire
This questionnaire enables the monitoring

of political activity of candidates for a

public appointment insofar as the

information is already in the public domain.

Guaranteed Interview Scheme
MHCLG uses the guaranteed interview scheme to

help widen employment opportunities for disabled

people. Applicants with disabilities who meet the

criteria stated in the person specification and

submit a completed 'Guaranteed Interview

Scheme' form will be guaranteed an interview.

Conflicts of Interest
Please give details of any business or other

interest or personal connections which, if you are

appointed, could be misconstrued or cause

embarrassment to either MHCLG or the

Inspectorate - see the “Outline Terms and

Conditions” section for further information.

Other Relevant Information Declaration

Form
Any appointee to a Public Body could find that

matters or incidents which previously attracted no

attention could become matters of public interest

once the person concerned holds a public

appointment. Therefore, if you have answered ‘yes’

to any of the questions on the form, you must

provide a statement explaining the circumstances.

Further Information

Complaints
If at any time during the appointments

procedure you have reason to question your

treatment, you should first address your

concerns to the administration team by email:

publicappointments@communities.gsi.gov.uk

or by post: Public Appointments Team, ALB

Governance & Appointments, Ministry of

Housing Communities and Local Government,

1st Floor NE, Fry Building, 2 Marsham Street,

London SW1P 4DF.

If after investigation by the Department, you

remain dissatisfied, you may take your

complaint to the Commissioner for Public

Appointments. Details on how to make a

complaint can be found on the Commissioner’s

website at:

http://publicappointmentscommissioner.indepen

dent.gov.uk/what-we-do/complaints-and-

investigations. Complaints should be lodged

within 12 months of the appointment being

made.
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Further information

Contact Details for Queries
All applications will be acknowledged within 5 working days of

receipt. If you have not received an acknowledgement within 7

working days of submitting your application, please contact the

Head of ALB Governance & Appointments on 0303 444 2641 or

email publicappointments@communities.gsi.gov.uk to ensure

we have received your application. You can also contact us

using these details if you would like further information on the

role, the application process or the progress of your application.

Compliance with GDPR

In accordance with the Public Appointments Order in Council 2017 2(2),

we will process your application in accordance with the General Data

Protection Regulations and Data Protection Act 2018. Your data will be

held securely and access will be restricted to those dealing with your

application or involved in the recruitment process. The Commissioner for

Public Appointments, may also request access as part of a complaint

investigation or review of the recruitment process. Your data will be stored

for up to two years and processed for the purpose of the recruitment

process, diversity monitoring and, if successful, your personal record. If

appointed, your data will be stored for the duration of your tenure and may

be shared with the organisation that you are appointed too, unless

specifically requested otherwise. Should you wish your data to be

removed from our records, please contact

publicappointments@communities.gsi.gov.uk.
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